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Chairman’s Chat 
.After the BIAFF weekend in April 
our next chance to get together will 
be in Scarborough when I hope to 
see and meet as many of you as 
possible. These times when we are 
together without the pressure of   
running the club meetings are   
special. It is a very    enjoyable time 
when you can get to know other 
film makers in a relaxed social   
setting.  
I highly recommend our speaker in 
October, Liam Sanderson, not a 

name that you will know, but the work that he does with pupils 
at Wales High School near Sheffield you will have heard 
about. The students are really keen and achieve great results, 
trying out new ideas without inhibitions. There is usually a 
prize winning entry from the school at BIAFF, this year a      
diamond was awarded to Rebecca Staniforth for ‘Turning     
Tables.’ 
 If you have never been to Scarborough before – give it a     
try. Last year some of my club tried it for the first time – as a 
show of support for me but are looking forward to coming 
again- how about you?  
 
                                 NERIAC needs YOU!  
 
Remember the Chairman’s challenge this year is a film where 
‘Water’ is the subject. 
Please let the Secretary (Derek) know by 30th September if 
your club is entering a film in the Chairman's Challenge    
Competition so that he can plan the programme for screening 
at the festival.  
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At the National IAC AGM in Norwich, also in October, there is 
an inter-region event called the ‘Mermaid’ and ‘Mini Mermaid’ 
competitions. We need to find two films one a short one minute 
film which is usually amusing or even a good laugh. (NERIAC 
won this competition last year with a film called Lift Off from the 
Tyneside Club), so we need to equal this achievement. The 
Mermaid Competition requires a longer film (10 mins) again 
with a good feel about it. Can you or your club make such 
films, the entries will be chosen at the NERIAC Council     
meeting on 18th September.  

So I say once again, NERIAC needs YOU! 

NERIAC held its AGM at the end of the BIAFF weekend in  
Harrogate and unfortunately the only people who attended 
were members who had been involved in manning that very 
successful weekend. Being a regional Council member is not 
an onerous task (unless we are running BIAFF and you are 
safe because we have just done it) why not volunteer, give it a 
try, you will be made most welcome and it’s only four meetings 
a year. 

So as I have said before, NERIAC needs YOU!  

NERIAC Scarborough Festival Extra Nights now available 
see booking form enclosed or on line at: www.neriac.co.uk 

Don’t be disappointed 
Book Early  
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THE DREAM 
 
Written and narrated by David Peffer. Camera and sound by 
fellow Tynemouth Video Group member Trevor Ermel.     
Running time approx. three and a half minutes. 
 
Originally conceived in 2014 to coincide with the centenary of 
the outbreak of WW1, this film follows the path of a young boy 
(played by 14-year old Leodhais MacPherson) in training for 
the ill-fated Olympic Games of 1916. Although this is not    
revealed until the very end, various clues are given     
throughout the film. The mention of Berlin may lead some 
viewers to imagine that the Games in question would be the 
controversial 1936 'Hitler Games', but the appearance of the 
boy's 'great uncle Henry' (played by another Tynemouth 
member, Reg Checkley) and his recollections of the Crimea 
War (1854-1856) should suggest the much earlier event. 
The costumes and locations were carefully chosen to give a 
flavour of early 1900's England, while the rocking horse,       
symbolising the end of the boy's childhood, was borrowed 
from one of David's neighbours.  
 
The graveyard scenes were in Tynemouth Cemetery and the 
beach was Tynemouth Longsands, with the North Sea as a 
backdrop. The 'father' standing beside the mirror in an early 
scene was played by Leodhais's real father, Kenny. This took 
place in David's home, while the opening scenes of the boy 
running through the trees and climbing the steps were filmed 
nearby. (Incidentally, the three actors Leodhais, Kenny and 
Reg are all keen middle-distance runners in real life.) 
 
The most difficult scenes to film were the various close-ups of 
the boy running towards the viewer, with the cameraman   
running backwards at the same speed trying to keep the   
subject in the frame - perhaps a 'steadi-cam' would be a good        
investment!  
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My favourite scene is the extreme long-distance view of the  
boy running along the water's edge at the   bottom of the frame 
with the sea looming above him, much arm waving was    
needed to indicate 'go', 'stop' and 'do it again'! 
 
A different ending was originally intended, showing the boy in 
uniform lying wounded in the trenches of the Somme, but for 
various reasons this could not be done. As a result the film lay 
unfinished for a year until it was resurrected with a revised 
ending, concentrating instead on a close-up of the boy's face 
as he lay on the beach. We tried three new finishing touches: a 
simple, silent fade-out to black; a slow dissolve to a close-up of 
some red poppies; and the final version with some dramatic 
gunfire sound effects. The death and destruction of the Great 
War have rightly been well documented. This film instead 
seeks to convey the loss of aspiration that befell the millions 
who survived the conflagration. 
 
'The Dream' has fared well in three competitions so far. It was 
runner-up in the 'fiction' category at the NERIAC Scarborough 
Festival in 2015; runner-up in the NECA Annual Competition 
the same year; and more recently it gained Four Stars in the 
IAC's 2016 International (BIAFF) Competition. 
 
Written by: Trevor Ermel. 

Picture: 

Trevor Ermel 

Receiving: the NECA 

Runner-up prize 
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CREATIVE SOUNDSCAPES – an introduction 
What is sound? Obviously it is simply everything you hear around 
you, but as filmmakers sound should mean something much more. 
It is surprisingly rare to find within our passion of filmmaking more 
than a cursory thought given to sound, yet it is often written that 
sound treatments account for more than fifty percent of the          
experience of a film as a completed work. 
All too often the sounds we record (background and ambient sound, 
sound effects, even commentary and music) are dismissed as being 
of secondary importance to the visuals. As filmmakers we might 
choose to concentrate our efforts on capturing a stunning visual 
scene with little thought given to the sound being recorded and in 
many cases this is    perfectly understandable. It is also completely 
unacceptable.  
Appropriate sound is required to reinforce the feel, the atmosphere, 
the mood of a film. But sound is so effective at doing this that 
‘appropriate’ sound can also disturb that atmosphere by taking the 
viewer somewhere unexpected or leading them into narrative twists 
that visuals alone simply can’t achieve. 
A properly produced soundscape will possess the ability to draw a 
viewer deeper into a film and can serve as an underlying theme to 
reinforce a recurring character or mood. It also has the ability to  
destroy it. Sound has an undeniable power, an emotion, which not 
only underpins the moving image if utilised correctly, but intensifies 
it. All too often this power is   overlooked or is treated as an aspect 
of the film that can be dealt with as an afterthought in editing. But 
why? We wouldn’t dream of treating images this way. 
Over the next few issues I would like to touch on a few aspects of 
sound recording; planning, basic recording techniques, layering 
sounds and a few editing tricks, how to monitor correctly and mix 
down. Hopefully it might trigger a new, or renewed, appreciation of 
sound. If any readers would like me to write about anything specific 
then please email me and I’ll either include it in Nor’Easter or reply 
directly. 
I look forward to hearing from you – John Roberts 
Email: sound@dizdozpurple.co.uk 
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 NERIAC Autumn Festival 2016 
8th & 9th October 
At the Esplanade Hotel 

Belmont Road 
Scarborough 
YO11 2AA 

Booking forms also available at: www.neriac.co.uk 

Closing date for the NERIAC Autumn competition 

entries: 15th August 2016 

The Guest Speaker this year is: Liam Sanderson 
Liam Sanderson studied Film Production at Sheffield Hallam      
University before going on to work freelance as everything from a 
clapper/loader to a director of photography. 
  
For the past seven years, he's worked at Wales High School      
supervising and mentoring Sixth-form Media Production students. 
The school has built a reputation for producing professional quality 
short films, with their work being shown at film festivals around the 
world. In the past year, students from the school have won         
numerous awards, including Best Film at the Boston International 
Youth Film Festival, Best Film at the Adelaide Young People's Film 
Festival, Best Director at the Cornwall Horror Film Festival, Best 
Comedy and Best Young Filmmaker at the Screen-test National 
Student Film Festival, amongst many others. 
  
Along with working with Sixth-form students, he also inspires 
younger students to get involved in filmmaking. Every year, he 
makes a summer film production, shot entirely in and around Wales 
High School and made entirely with the support of students working 
in front and behind the camera. His film, A Fistful of Conkers won 
Best British Film and Best Affiliated Club Film at the 2014 British 
International Amateur Film Festival. The film went on to be 
screened at numerous national and international film festivals. 
  
During his talk, he will discuss his experiences of working with 
young filmmakers and how he inspires and facilitates their creative 
talents. 
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Booking Form for The NERIAC Scarborough Festival 
8th – 9th October 2016 

Name and Address: _______________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________ Post Code: ________________ 

Phone: __________________________ Email: _________________________ 

Extra Names on this Booking: _______________________________________ 

Send Booking Form to: Derek Mathieson FACI 

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Cheques Payable to NERIAC 
Include a Stamped Address envelope if a receipt is required. Bookings will be acknowledged 

by email where possible.  

Balance Due Before 18th September 2016  

Festival Special Package: Saturday Dinner, Bed and Breakfast. Sunday Lunch, Afternoon 
Tea, Tea and Coffee Breaks     

IAC Members £89 Non Members £99   

Special Package Booking:  Number of IAC Members:___________ Cost £____________ 

                                         Number of Non IAC Members: ___________ Cost £____________ 

Bed and Breakfast for additional nights £46 pp State Days: ————— Cost £ —–————–- 

Dinner Bed & Breakfast additional nights £56   State Days: ————— Cost £ —–———–—- 

Note Dinner not available Sunday                                                         Total £_____________ 

Sunday Day Ticket: All Sunday Shows, Lunch, Afternoon Tea, Tea and 
Coffee Breaks.  

IAC Members £28 Non Members £29 
Number Required: IAC Member ______________ Cost £___________ 

                       Non IAC Member ______________ Cost £___________ 

Accommodation Required: please circle Single / Twin / Double 

Special Dietary Needs ________________________________ 

Please Keep your own record of booking 
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IAC North East Region 

Video Competition Entry Form 2016  
Title: 
_______________________________________________________________ 

Run Time: _______________    Fiction                             or   Non Fiction                       

 

DVD   Standard                           Blu-ray                                AVCHD     

4 x 3 or 16 x 9 ____________        IAC Music Licence No________________  
(See rules) 

Novice Entry           A novice is defined as one who has not won any award or 
certificate in a NERIAC or Open Competition 

Only one Production per Disc with five seconds of black leader before the Title 
and any Menu removed. 
Entries not collected at the Scarborough festival cannot be returned unless 
sufficient return postage is included. 
Name: 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Address: 
_________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________ Post Code: _____________________ 

  

Phone: ______________________ Email: ______________________________ 

I agree to the rules of the Competition and give my permission for my entry to be 
included in any show reel or public show of the competition. 

I enclose a fee of £4 for IAC Members or £6 Non Members per entry.  

Signed: ______________________________ 

All Entries to be sent by Monday 15th August 2016 to: 

Derek Mathieson FACI 

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 Email: dereksc07@gmail.com 
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NERIAC Annual Competition 2016 Rules 
The Competition is open to residents and club members in Northumberland, Tyne & 

Wear, County Durham, Cleveland, Yorkshire and Humberside for videos made without 
professional assistance and not made for financial gain. 

 
There are Two Categories: either Fiction or Non Fiction. 

 
There will be a winner in each section, one of which will be the declared the winner 

of the REGIONAL SHIELD and receive a cheque for £50                                           
There is also an award for the best entry by a novice. 

 
Entrance Fee IAC Members and Clubs per video = £4 
Non IAC Members £6 Cheques payable to NERIAC 

 
More than one video may be entered, subject to the rules. 

If the entered disc does not have return postage, it must be collected at the event.    
Entry forms may be copied from Nor’easter, or downloaded from the website: 

www.neriac.co.uk 
 

Acknowledgement of receipt will be sent by email or stamped envelope (if included). 
 

Copyright audio and visual clearance must be made by the entrant. 
IAC Music Licence Number must be quoted if commercial recordings are used. 

Captions showing a win in other competitions must be removed. 

Screen Time Each entry must be no longer than 30 minutes. 
If High Definition Discs are submitted, they must be accompanied by a standard    

definition disc, for judging purposes. 

 
One Entry per Disc with a five second black leader before any title and music and any 

menu must be removed. 
Clearly state on the box and entry form the format of the movie. 

 
All trophies entered in the previous year must be cleaned and returned to the secretary 
by 1st August. Winning trophies must be collected at the event and will not be sent 

by mail. Any certificate awarded, but not collected at the event will be sent by mail. 

 
All Entries to be sent by Monday 15th August 2016 to: 

Derek Mathieson FACI 
22 Pierremont Crescent 

Darlington DL3 9PB 
Tel: 01325 356140 

Email: dereksc07@gmail.com 
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>>> TIMELINE <<<  
The video ramblings of Michael and Linda Gough 

 
FADE IN TO LINDA 

Recently we were on holiday and decided to see a 5D film 
about Malta. This was as much to see what 5D was like, as 
anything else. We put on our glasses to see the film in 3D but 
when a sky battle from the 2nd World War was taking place the 
seats rocked around. That was 4D add the wind and smells 
and you have 5D. 
It was an interesting experience but I hope it doesn’t catch on 
for entries in BIAFF next year. I don’t fancy running around the 
judging rooms rattling chairs and wafting freshly made bread 
and car exhaust smells under the judges’ noses. 

DISOLVE TO MICHAEL 
I quite like the idea of “Smellyrama” at BIAFF. It could be quite 
nice in a small judging room but I would hate to try to recreate 
the effect in the BIAFF Sunday Premiere Show! I can image 
some over-critical entrant complaining that we had wafted the 
smell of warm white bread when he had intended it to be    
pumpernickel with sunflower seeds!                                

CUT TO LINDA 

It never fails to amaze me how many amateur film makers 
don’t go to the cinema to see professional films. You can learn 
a lot by watching the professionals whether it be on TV or in 
the cinema. Looking back at old films and comparing them with 
recent ones you can see how editing has changed. It has     
become quicker. No longer do you see the man getting into his 
car and driving to the next location unless there is a good     
reason to build up tension. Now the script might give an       
indication he is going to another place and all you see is him 
leaving a room and arriving on the doorstep at the next venue. 
The viewers have become so educated in the quickness of  
editing that including extraneous shots slows down the pace of 
the film. 
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DISSOLVE TO MICHAEL 
What Linda has just said reminds me that a good movie maker 
should never underestimate the media intelligence of their    
audience. It is no longer necessary to over-egg any plot       
explanations. Our mutual history of watching visual editing on 
TV and in the cinema has left us sharing the same visual     
culture in which a simple image can say much, and usually a 
lot better than a long winded dialogue. A classic example, if 
you can remember it, is from Phil Martin’s excellent video “In 
The National Interest”. (If you haven’t seen it or need            
reminding about it you can find it on the IAC website) It        
portrays a fictional re-enactment of a genuine Whitehall    
meeting, full of cynical political manipulations. The genuine 
minutes of the meeting are still protected by the Official        
Secrets Act but the minuting secretary has since written a little 
about the mood of the meeting. At one point the Secretary is 
“instructed” not to minute something. A lesser movie maker 
might have written extra dialogue to explain that. Instead in 
Phil’s version the Chairman gently puts his hand on the      
Secretary’s writing hand and the Secretary quietly puts the pen 
down. The whole act (just after the 8minute point in the video) 
only takes 4 seconds while another important conversation is 
also going on. There is no clearer image of official censorship 
than that, and not a word is spoken about it. I am often         
reminded that “less is more” when I sit through 5 minutes of 
poorly written and/or acted amateur dialogue that simply      
explains that one of the characters is bored / in love /          
frustrated / guilty or any other basic emotion. A well-chosen 
yawn / look / finger twitch / glance at a watch etc. may be much 
more revealing and move the video on after only a few        
seconds.             LINDA’S FINAL SEQUENCE 
Last week we saw the new film “Jungle Book”. Mowgli (the 
young boy) is the only ‘real’ thing in the whole of the film.   
EVERYTHING else was CGI. There were the most wonderful 
animals, jungle scenes and buildings collapsing around the 
boy. Wow!  

FADE TO BLACK 
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TEHCIE NEWS 
FREE ANIMATION SOFTWARE 

A brilliant piece of free software to get you started on basic         
animation which is available for all mobile phone users both        
Android and Apple, search for ‘Stop Motion Studio’ , and      
download from the Windows Store or Apple Store, and get          
animating. Watch a demonstration at:- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMwvC4eR9HQ 

NEW VIDEO MICROPHONE FROM RODE 
Rode have recently introduced a new microphone for                  
videographers, called the ‘VideoMicro Compact On Camera     
Microphone’- Only three inches long and weighing only 1.5 ounces 
(42gm) it comes complete with a Rycote lyre mounting,            
windjammer, and connecting cable.  It is aimed at DSLR users, but 
is equally at home on a small camcorder. No battery is required to 
power the microphone.  At under £50 it is a real gem, and works           
particularly well on a DSLR camera with audio level set at -6db. 
Check it out on line. 
View tests of the microphone at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzonWcsh4OM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DoXoY2O1SI 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SHORTAGE OF SENSORS 

Due to the earthquake of April 14 and subsequent                    
earthquakes in the Kumamoto region of Japan, Sony has            
announced that there will be a  worldwide shortage of sensors for 
all types of cameras, and mobile phones. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMwvC4eR9HQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzonWcsh4OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DoXoY2O1SI
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PREMIERE PRO CC UPDATED 

 
Premiere Pro is being upgraded to edit 8K footage, Adobe has     
revealed new features across its Creative Cloud tools for video    
editing, motion graphics, audio and collaboration. Media and        
entertainment companies are combining these advanced content 
creation capabilities with Adobe Primetime to help  deliver TV and 
video content across screens. 
 
Other feature highlights coming soon to Creative Cloud include: 
 Edit immediately during ingest allows Premiere Pro CC users 
to get straight to work, while importing their video and audio files in 
the background. 
 Powerful proxy workflows in Premiere Pro CC and    Adobe 
Media Encoder CC enable users to easily work with heavy 8K, HDR 
and HFR media, so editors can switch between native and proxy 
formats freely – even on lightweight machines. 
 Enhanced Lumetri™ Colour tools within Premiere Pro CC 
adds HSL Secondaries to expand the editor’s toolkit for making   
colour correction and adjustment easier for all  filmmakers. 
 New video and audio preview engine in After Effects CC     
delivers superior playback of cached frames for a smooth             
experience. 
 Easier and more efficient Character Animator includes a  
simplified puppet creation process that enables users to easily tag 
puppet layers easily and record multiple takes of a character’s 
movement. Users can animate puppets to respond to motion and 
trigger animation accordingly. 
 New Essential Sound panel in Audition CC enables anyone to 
mix audio content with professional results. 
Quickly find Adobe Stock assets with new filtered search in    
Creative Cloud Libraries. Licensed assets in your library are now 
badged for easy identification, videos are displayed with duration 
and format information, and saved videos are linked to video pre-
views on the Adobe Stock site 
 
Let’s hope Adobe update Encore to allow us to burn 4K and 8K 
Blu-Ray disks. 
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QUICKTIME SECURITY RISK 
 
The Department of Homeland Security's U.S. Computer  Emergency 
Readiness Team issued an alert recommending Windows users with 
QuickTime installed uninstall the software as new                  
vulnerabilities have been discovered which Apple does not plan to 
patch. 
 
Computers running QuickTime for Windows will continue to work 
after support ends. However, using unsupported software may      
increase the risks from viruses and other security threats. Potential 
negative consequences include loss of confidentiality, integrity, or 
availability of data, as well as damage to system resources or    
business assets. The only  mitigation available is to uninstall    
QuickTime for Windows. 
 
The recommendation comes following a report from Trend Micro 
outlining Apple's plans to deprecate the software, which means no 
more security updates will be issued. At the same time, two 
new critical vulnerabilities have been discovered that affect      
QuickTime for Windows, and with no security updates        
forthcoming, the only defence against a potential attack is to remove 
the software. 
Adobe Premiere and Avid Users should check with their software 
suppliers about possible alternatives to QuickTime, or updates to 
resolve the issues. 

Apple will continue to support QuickTime for MAC. 
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NERIAC Contacts 
Chairman: 

Fran Haydon: email: fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk 

Secretary: 

Derek Mathieson FACI  

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 email: dereksc07@gmail.com 

Treasurer: 

Ray Henderson FACI  

25 The Crescent, Benton, Newcastle upon Tyne. NE7 7ST 

Tel: 0191 270 1005 email: ray@coopuk.com 

Council Members: 

Audrey Cutts 

Linda Gough FACI 

Michael Gough FACI 

Trevor Spencer FACI 

David Whitworth FACI(M) 

Nor’Easter Editor: 

Ivor Rose FACI    

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 email: ivorrose@gmail.com 

Welcome to New and Re-joining Members: 
R. M. Plum, Hazel Goodison, Neil Goodison, 

Andrew Hersom, T. J. Sivell 
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mailto:dereksc07@gmail.com
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